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We consider the combinatorial principles PRINC $(\kappa, \lambda)$ , $\mathrm{C}^{s}(\kappa)$ , $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{P}(\kappa)$ etc. and
variants of the bounding number and their values under these principles.
0 Introduction
In this note, we consider the combinatorial principles $\mathrm{p}_{\mathrm{R}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{N}\mathrm{C}}(\kappa, \lambda)$ , $\mathrm{C}^{s}(\kappa)$ , $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{P}(\kappa)$
etc. and variants of the bounding number and their values under these principles.
In Section 1 we review the comb inatorial principles we consider in this note, In
Section 2, some cardinal invariants (called here $\mathrm{b}’$ , $\mathrm{b}’$ ,
$\mathfrak{d}\dagger$ ) are introduced which are
all variants of the bound ing number $\mathfrak{b}$ and are defined $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}$ ilarly to the shrinkab ility
of bounding families $\mathrm{b}^{*}$ of Kada and Yuasa (see [10]). We give basic inequalities
among them together with $\mathrm{b}$ and $\mathfrak{d}^{*}$ . In Section 3, we prove some restrictions the
combinatorial princip les in section 1 impose on the values of the card inal invariants
introduced in section 2. These results will be used in [1] and another forthcoming
paper [4] to simplify the arguments to decide the constellations of the principles
and the values of the cardinal invariants in generic extensions,
A part of this note was presented in a series of talks I gave at Nagoya set theory
seminar in June and July 2004, and in a talk at RIM $\mathrm{S}$ meeting on “Forcing Method
and Large Cardinal Axioms”, October 27-29 2004
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1 The combinatorial principles
We begin with definition and basic properties of the principles we are going to
consider in this note.
For cardinals $\kappa_{1}$ , $\kappa_{2}$ , $\kappa_{1}<<\kappa_{2}$ (or $\kappa_{2}>>\kappa_{1}$ ) denotes the assertion
“
$\kappa_{2}$ is
regular and $2^{n_{1}}<\kappa_{2}$” while $\kappa_{1}<<<\kappa_{2}$ (or $\kappa_{2}>>>\kappa_{1}\grave{)}$ denotes “ $\kappa_{2}$ is regular and
$|?t((\kappa_{1})^{+})|\leq\kappa_{2}’)$ .
Let $\kappa$ be a regular cardinal and A $\leq$ is. Our first principle is named after PRINC
of S. Shelah [11] which is PRINC $(\aleph_{2}, \aleph_{2})$ in our notation.
PRINC $(\kappa, \lambda)$ : For any $\chi>>\kappa$ and $x\in \mathcal{H}(\chi))$ there is an $N\prec \mathcal{H}(\chi)$ such that
(0) $x\in N$ ,
(I) $|N|\leq N\cap\kappa\in\kappa$,
(II) $\forall a\in[\omega]^{\aleph_{0}}\exists P\in([[\omega]^{\aleph_{0}}]^{<\min\langle|N|^{+},\lambda)}\cap N)\forall b\in N$
$(a\subseteq barrow\exists c\in P(a\underline{\subseteq}c\subseteq b))$ .
Note that $P$ in (II) is a subset of $N$ as $|P|\leq|N|$ and $|N|\subseteq N$ by $N_{1}|=(\mathrm{I})$ . Note
also that the definition of Pprxc(x, A) is only relevant for regular $\kappa$ : Suppose that
$\kappa$ is singular and $\kappa=\sup_{i<\mu}\kappa_{i}$ for $\mu=\mathrm{c}\mathrm{f}(\kappa)<\kappa$ . If $N\prec \mathcal{H}(\chi)$ for some $\chi>>\kappa$ ,
$N\models(0)$ for $x=\kappa$ and $N\models(\mathrm{I})$ , then $\mu\in N$ by $\kappa\in N$ and elementarity. Hence
there is a sequence ( $\kappa_{i}$ : $\mathrm{i}<\mu\rangle$ $\in N$ as above. Since $\mu\subseteq N$ by $N\models(\mathrm{I})$ , $\kappa_{i}\in N$
for all $\mathrm{i}<\mu$ . Hence, again by $N\models(\mathrm{I})$ , $\kappa_{i}\subseteq N$ for all $i<\mu$ . Thus $\kappa\subseteq N$ and
$|N|\geq\kappa$ . But this is a contradiction to $|N|\in\kappa$ which follows from $N_{1}|=(\mathrm{I})$ .
Lemma 1.1 If A as above is a successor cardinal then (II) in the definition of
PRINC(X, A) may be replaced by
$(\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}’)$
$\forall a\in[\omega]^{\aleph_{0}}\exists P\in[[\omega]^{\aleph_{0}}]^{<\lambda}\cap N\forall b\in N(a\subseteq barrow\exists c\in P(a\subseteq c\subseteq b))$ .
Proof, Let us call the principle PRINC’ $(\kappa, \lambda)$ which is obtained from PRINC $(\kappa, \lambda)$ by
replacing (II) by $(\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}’)$ above. It is clear that PRINC’(K, A) folows from Princ $(\kappa, \lambda)$ .
Suppose that A $=\mu^{+}$ . We show that PRINC $(\kappa, \lambda)$ follows from PRINC’ $(\kappa, \lambda)$ .
Assume that PRINC’ $(\kappa, \lambda)$ holds. For $\chi>>\kappa$ and $x\in \mathcal{H}(\chi)$ , let $x’=\langle x, \mu\rangle$ . By
PRINC’ $($ \kappa , $\lambda)$ , there is an $N\prec 7\{(\chi)$ such that $|N|<\kappa$ , $x’\in N$ and $N\models(\mathrm{I})$ ,
(II). By $\mu\in N$ and $N\models(\mathrm{I})$ , it follows that $\mu\subseteq N$ . Hence $|N|^{+}\geq$ A and
A $= \min(|N|^{+}, \lambda)$ . Since $x\in N$ , this shows that $N|^{=(0)}|$ , (I), (II) for this $x$ .
$[]$ (Lemma 1.1)
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Lemma 1.2 For regular $\kappa$ artd A $\leq\kappa$ the following are equivalent:
(a) $\mathrm{p}_{\mathrm{R}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{N}}\mathrm{c}(\kappa, \lambda)$ .
(b) For any $\chi>>\kappa$ and $x\in \mathcal{H}(\chi)f$
$S_{\chi,x}=\{N\prec \mathcal{H}(\chi)$ : (0) $x\in N$ ,
(I) $|N|\leq N\cap\kappa\in\kappa$ ,
(II) $\forall a\in[\omega]^{\aleph_{0}}\exists P\in([[\omega]^{\aleph_{0}}]^{<\min(|N|^{+},\lambda)}\cap N)$
$\forall b\in N$ ($a\subseteq barrow\exists c\in P$ (a $\subseteq c\subseteq b$ )) $\}$
is stationary in $[\mathcal{H}(\chi)]^{<\kappa}$ .
Proof, (b) $\Rightarrow(\mathrm{a})$ is clear. For (a) $\Rightarrow(\mathrm{b})$ , suppose that $\chi>>\kappa$ , $x\in \mathcal{H}(\chi)$ and
$\mathrm{C}\underline{\subseteq}[?<(\chi)]^{<t\mathrm{t}}$ is a club set. We show that $S_{\chi,x}\cap \mathrm{C}$ $\neq\emptyset$ . Without loss of generality,
we may assume that
(1. 1) $|M|=|M\cap\kappa|$
for ali $M\in \mathrm{C}$ ,
Let $\chi’>>>\chi$ . By PRINC $(\kappa, \lambda)$ , there is an $\tilde{N}\in S_{\chi’}$ such that $x,$
$\mathrm{C}\in\tilde{N}$ . We
have $?t(\chi)\in\tilde{N}$ . By elementarity, it follows that
(1.2) $\tilde{N}\cap \mathcal{H}(\chi)\in S_{\chi,x}$ .
On the other hand:
Claim 1.2.1 $\tilde{N}\cap \mathcal{H}(\chi)$ $=\cup(\mathrm{C}\cap\tilde{N})$ .
$\vdash$ For $M\in \mathrm{C}\cap\tilde{N}$ , $\sup$ ( $M$ ax) $\in\tilde{N}$ . Hence $M\cap\kappa\underline{\mathrm{C}}\tilde{N}$ fl $\mathcal{H}(\chi)$ by $\tilde{N}\models(\mathrm{I})$ . Hence
by (1.1), it follows that $M\subseteq\tilde{N}\cap 74(\chi)$ . This shows that
$\tilde{N}\cap \mathcal{H}(\chi)\supseteq\cup(\mathrm{C}\cap\tilde{N})$ .
For the other inclusion, suppose $x\in\tilde{N}\cap \mathcal{H}(\chi)$ . then there is an
$M\in \mathrm{C}$ such that
$\{x\}\subseteq M$ (i.e. $x\in M$ ). By elementarity, there is such an $M\in \mathrm{C}$
$\cap\tilde{N}$ . Hence
$\tilde{N}\cap \mathcal{H}(\chi)\underline{\subseteq}\cup(\mathrm{C}\cap\tilde{N})$ . $\dashv$ (Claim 1.2.1)
Since $\mathrm{C}$ is ctosed, it follows that
(1.3) $\tilde{N}\cap \mathcal{H}(\chi)\in \mathrm{C}$ .
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Thus $S_{\chi,x}\cap \mathrm{C}$ $\neq\emptyset$ .
$\square$ (Lemma 1.2)
Let $\kappa$ be regular and A $\leq\kappa$ . The following principle SEP(x, $\lambda$ ) is derived
from SEP of Juhasz and Kunen [7], In Fuchino and Geschke [5], it is shown that
SEP $(\aleph_{2}, \aleph_{1})$ in the notation below is equivalent to SEP of Juhasz and Kunen [7].
SIP(x, $\lambda$): For any $\chi>>\kappa$ and $x\in 7\{(\chi)$ , there is an $N\prec?\{(\chi)$ such that
(0) $x\in N$ ,
(I) $|N|\leq N\cap\kappa\in\kappa$ and $[N]^{<\lambda}\cap N$ is cofinal in $[N]^{<\lambda}$ ,
(II) $P(\omega)\cap N\leq_{\lambda}P(\omega)$
where $P\leq_{\lambda}Q$ for partial orderings $P$ and $Q$ means that $P$ is a subordering of $Q$
and for all $q\in Q$ , $P\lceil q=\{p\in P : p\leq q\}$ has a cofinal subset of size $<$ A and
$P\uparrow q=\{p\in P. q\leq p\}$ has a coinitial subset of size $<$ A. $P(\omega)$ is seen here as a
partial ordering (or even a Boolean algebra) with respect to the canonical ordering
$\subseteq$ on it.
Similarly to Lem ma 1.2, the phrase “there is an $N\prec \mathcal{H}(\chi)$” in the definition
of SEP $(\kappa, \lambda)$ can be replaced by “there are stationary many $N\prec \mathcal{H}(\chi)$ ” where
“stationary many” refers to stationarity in $[\mathcal{H}(\chi)]^{<\kappa}$ (see [5]). Here also, the case
of singular $\kappa$ is irrelevant for SEP(x, A) – see the argument after the definition of
$\mathrm{p}_{\mathrm{R}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{N}}\mathrm{c}(\kappa, \lambda)$ .
The next lemma follows immediately from the definitions of PRINC $(\kappa, \lambda)$ and
SEP(x, $\lambda$ ).
Lemma 1.3 Suppose that $\kappa$ is regular and $\lambda\leq\lambda’\leq\kappa$ .
(1) if PRINC $(\kappa, \lambda)$ then PRINC $(\kappa, \lambda’)$ .
(2) If SEP $(\kappa, \lambda)$ then SEP $(\kappa, \lambda^{r})$ .
(3) if SEP(x, A) then PRINC $(\kappa, \lambda)$ .
For any set $X$ , let
(1.4) $((X))^{n}=$ { $x\vec{\in}X^{n}$ : $\vec{x}$ is injective}
and
(1.5) $((X))^{<\omega}= \bigcup_{n<\omega}((X))^{n}$ .
Likewise, for sets Xo, $\ldots$ , $X_{n-1}$ , iet
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(1.6) $((X_{0}, \ldots)$ $X_{n-1}))=$ { $\vec{x}\in X_{0}\chi$ $\cdots\cross$ $X_{n-1}$ : $\vec{x}$ is injective}.
The following principle was introduced by I. Juhasz, L. Soukup and Z. Szent-
mikl\’ossy in [8].
$\mathrm{C}^{s}(\kappa)$ : For any matrix $\langle a_{\alpha,n} : \alpha \in\kappa, n\in\omega\rangle$ of subsets of $\omega$ and $T\underline{\subseteq}\omega>_{\omega}$ ,
one of the follow ing holds:
$(\mathrm{c}\mathrm{O})$ there is a stationary $S\underline{\subseteq}\kappa$ such that $\bigcap_{i<\ell(t)}a_{\alpha_{i},t(i)}\neq\emptyset$ for all
$t\in T$ and $(\alpha_{0}, \ldots, \alpha_{\ell(t)-1})\in((S))^{<\omega}$ ;
(c1) there exist $t\in T$ and stationary $S_{0}$ , $\ldots$ , $Sp(t)-1\subseteq\kappa$ such that
$\bigcap_{i<l(t)}a_{\alpha_{i},t(i)}=\emptyset$ for $\mathrm{a}\mathbb{I}$ $(\alpha_{0}, \ldots, \alpha_{\ell(t)-1})\in((S_{0}, \ldots, S_{\ell(t)-1}))$ .
It is easily seen that SEP(x, A) and hence also PRINC(X, $\lambda$ ) holds for any $\kappa$ , A
for regular $\kappa$ and $\lambda\leq\kappa$ with $2^{\aleph_{0}}<$ A. Similarly we have the following:
Lemma 1.4 (I. Juh\’asz, L. Soukup and Z. Szentmikl\’ossy [8]) (1) $\mathrm{C}^{s}(\aleph_{1})$ does not
hold.
(2) $\mathrm{C}^{\mathrm{s}}(\kappa)$ holds for any regular $\kappa>2^{\aleph_{0}}$ .
Shelah proved the following Theorem 1.5 for the case $\kappa=\aleph_{2}$ . Theorem 1.5
in its present form can be proved by a straightforward generalization of Shelah’s
original proof. Tadatoshi Miyamoto suggested to the author that the proof can
be slightly simplified by using Lemma 1.2. The proof we give below is with this
simplification.
Theorem 1.5 (S. Shelah [11]) For regular $\kappa$ , PRINC $(\kappa, \kappa)$ implies $\mathrm{C}^{s}(\kappa)$ .
Proof. Assume PRINC(X, $\kappa$ ). Suppose that $A$ $=\langle$ $a_{\alpha,n}$ : a $\in\kappa$ , $n\in\omega\rangle$ is a matrix
of subsets of $\omega$ and $T\subseteq\omega>\omega$ . Let $\chi>>\kappa$ and $S_{\chi.\langle A,T\rangle}$ be defined as in Lemma
1.2,(b). For each $N\in S_{\chi,\langle A,T\rangle}$ , let $\delta_{N}=\kappa\cap N$ . By $N\models(\mathrm{I})$ , $\delta_{N}\in\kappa$ .
Applying $N|=(\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I})$ to $\bigcup_{n\in\omega}a_{\delta_{N},n}\mathrm{x}$ $\{n\}$ (coded as a single subset of $\omega$), we can
find a set $P_{N}$ for each $N\in S_{\chi,\langle A,T\}}$ such that
(1.7) $P_{N}\in[[\omega]^{\aleph_{0}}]^{<|N|^{+}}\cap N$ and
$\forall b\in N$ Vn $\in\omega(a_{\delta_{N},n}\subseteq barrow\exists c\in P_{N}(a_{\delta_{N},n}\subseteq c\subseteq b))$
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$S_{\chi,\langle A,T\rangle}$ is stationary in $[\mathcal{H}(\chi)]^{<\kappa}$ by Lemma 1.2. Hence, by Fodor’s lemma, there
is a stationary $S\underline{\subseteq}S_{\chi,\langle A,T\rangle}$ and $P^{*}$ such that $P_{N}=P^{*}$ for $\mathrm{a}\mathbb{I}$ $N\in S$ . Let
$S=\{\delta_{N} : N\in S\}$ . Then 3 is stationary in $\kappa$ .
Now, if $\bigcap_{i<n}a_{\alpha_{i},t(i)}\neq\emptyset$ for all $t\in T$, $n=|t|$ and $\langle\alpha_{0}$ , . . . , $\alpha_{n-1}\rangle\in((S))^{n}$ , then
$(A, T)\models(\mathrm{c}0)$ and we are done.
Otherwise, there are $t^{*}\in T$ , $n’=|t^{*}|$ and $\langle\alpha_{0}^{*}, \ldots \alpha_{n^{*}-1}^{*}\rangle\in((S))^{n^{*}}$ such that
(1.8) $\bigcap_{i<n^{*}}a_{\alpha_{i}^{*},t^{*}(i)}=\emptyset$ .
Claim 1.5.1 T tere are $c_{0}$ , \ldots , $c_{n^{*}-1}\in P^{*}$ such that
(L9) $c_{i}\in P^{*}$ and $a_{\alpha_{i}^{*},t(i)}*\subseteq c_{i}$
for $\mathrm{i}<n^{*}$ and $\bigcap_{i<n^{*}}c_{i}=\emptyset$ .
$\vdash$ Without loss of generality, we may assume that $\alpha_{0}^{*}<\alpha_{1}^{*}<\cdots<\alpha_{n^{*}-1}^{*}$ . For
$\mathrm{i}<n^{*}$ , let a $i*=\delta_{N_{i}}$ for some $N_{i}\in S$ . We take $c_{n-1}^{*}$ , $c_{n-2}^{*}$ , $\ldots$ , $c_{0}^{*}\in P^{*}$ in turn by
downward induction so that at $k$ ’th step we have
(110) $\bigcap_{i<k}a_{\alpha_{i}^{*},t^{*}(i)}\cap\bigcap_{k\leq i<n^{*}}c_{i}=\emptyset$ .
To see that this is possible, assume that (1.9) for all $k\leq i<n^{*}$ and (1.10) hold –
for $k=n^{*}$ this is just our assumption (1.8). We show that then we can choose an
appropriate $ck-1$ . Let
$b_{k}=\omega\backslash (_{i<k-1k\leq i<n^{*}}\cap a_{\alpha_{i}^{*},t^{*}(i)}\cap\cap c_{i})$ .
Then $a*\alpha_{k-1},t^{*}(k)\subseteq b_{k}$ . Since $\alpha_{0}^{*}<\cdots<\alpha_{k-2}^{*}<\alpha_{k-1}^{*}=\delta_{N_{k-1}}=\kappa\cap N_{k-1}$ , $\alpha_{0}^{*}$ , , . . ,
$\alpha_{k-2}^{*}\in N_{k-1}$ . Hence by $A$ $\in N_{k-1}$ we have $a_{\alpha_{i}t(i)}*,*\in N_{k-1}$ for $\mathrm{i}<k-1$ . Also $c_{k)}$
. . . ’ $c_{n-1}*\in P^{*}\underline{\subseteq}$ Nk-i by induction hypothesis. It follows that $b_{k}\in \mathrm{N}\mathrm{k}-\mathrm{i}$ . By
$N_{k-1}|=(\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I})$ , we can find a $c_{k-1}\in P_{N_{k-1}}=P^{*}$ such that $a_{\alpha_{k-1}^{*},t(k)}*\underline{\subseteq}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{k}-\mathrm{i}\subseteq b_{k}$ .
This $c_{k-1}$ is as desired. $\dashv$ (Claim 1.5.1).
Let $S_{i}=$ {or $\in S$ : $a_{\alpha,t^{*}(i)}\subseteq c_{\dot{2}}$ } for $\mathrm{i}<n’$ . The next claim shows that these $S_{i}$ ,
$i<n^{*}$ witness $(A, T)\vdash-(\mathrm{c}1)$ and so we are done also in this case.
Claim 1.5.2 $S_{i}$ is stationary for i $<n^{*}$ .
1 $\theta$
$\vdash$ Let $\mathrm{i}<n^{*}$ . As in the proof of the previous claim, let $\alpha_{i}^{*}=\delta_{N_{i}}$ , for some
$N_{i}\in S$ . By definition of $S_{i}$ , we have $\alpha_{i}^{*}\in S_{i}$ .
By $c_{i}\in P^{*}=P_{N}\subseteq N_{i}$ , $A\in N_{i}$ and by elementarity, we have $S_{i}\in N_{i}$ . For any
club $C\underline{\subseteq}\kappa$ , $C\in N_{i}$ , we have $\alpha_{i}^{*}=\delta_{N_{i}}=\kappa\cap N_{i}\in C$. Hence $\mathcal{H}(\chi)\models C\cap S_{i}\neq\emptyset$.
By elementarity $N_{i}\models C\cap S_{i}\neq\emptyset$ . It follows that $N_{i}|=|S_{i}$ is stationary. Thus,
again by elementarity, we conclude that $S_{i}$ is really stationary. $\dashv$ (Claim 1.5.2)
El (Theorem 1.5)
The following principle was introduced in [1]. We shall call a subset $A$ of $\mathcal{H}(\aleph_{1})$
definable if there are a form $\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}$ $\varphi$ and $a\in \mathcal{H}(\aleph_{1})$ such that $A=\{x\in \mathcal{H}(\aleph_{1})$ :
$\mathcal{H}(\aleph_{1})\models\varphi(x, a)\}$ . Note that for any $n\in \mathrm{N}$ , $A\subseteq \mathrm{I}\mathrm{R}^{n}$ is projective if and only if it
is definable in our sense.
$\mathrm{H}\mathrm{P}(\kappa)$ : For any $f$ : $\kappaarrow \mathrm{P}(\mathrm{w})$ and any definable $A\subseteq((P(\omega)))^{<\omega}$ , one of the
foEowing holds:
$(\mathrm{h}\mathrm{O})$ there is a stationary $S\subseteq\kappa$ such that $((f’S))^{<\omega}\backslash \{\emptyset\}\subseteq A$ ;
(hi) there are $n\in\omega\backslash \{0\}$ and stationary $S_{0}$ , . . . ’ $S_{n-1}\subseteq\kappa$ such
that $((f’S_{0}, \ldots \rangle f’S_{n-1}))\cap A=\emptyset$ .
Remark. $P(\omega)$ in the definition of $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{P}(\kappa)$ above can be replaced by $\omega$ , $(P(\omega))^{n}$ ,
$(^{\omega}\omega)^{n}$ etc. since these spaces can be coded as definable subsets of $P(\omega)$ .
Lemma 1.6 $([perp]])$ For a regular cardinal $\kappa$ , $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{P}(\kappa)$ implies $\mathrm{C}^{s}(\kappa)$ .
By Lemma 1.4, (1), $\mathrm{C}^{s}(\aleph_{1})$ does not hold. Hence $\aleph_{2}$ is the least non-trivial
setting of $\kappa$ for $\mathrm{C}^{s}(\kappa)$ . For $\kappa=\aleph_{2)}$ the combinatorial principles introduced above
together with some other principles can be put together in the $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathbb{I}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ diagram :
1) In the following diagram, “WFN” is the assertion $” P(\omega)$ has the weak Freese-Nation property”












Sometimes it is more convenient to consider the following variant of PRINC;
$\mathrm{P}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{N}\mathrm{C}^{+}(\kappa, \lambda)$ : For any $\chi>>\kappa$ and $x\in \mathcal{H}(\chi)$ , there is an $N\prec \mathcal{H}(\chi)$ such
that
(0) $x\in N$ ,
(I) $|N|\leq N\cap\kappa\in$ is,
$(\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}^{+})$ Vp $<$ ) $\forall A\in[\mu]^{\mu}\exists\tilde{P}\in([[\mu]^{\mu}]^{<\mathrm{n}1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}(|N|^{+},\lambda)}\cap N)$
$\forall B\in N$ $(A \underline{\subseteq}Barrow\exists C\in\tilde{P}(A\underline{\subseteq}C\subseteq B))$.
The following is immediate from the definition:
Lemma 1.7 (1) For any regular $\kappa$ , $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{N}\mathrm{c}^{+}(\kappa, \aleph_{1})$ if and only if Patxc $(\kappa, \aleph_{1})$ .
(2) For any regular $\kappa$ and A with $\lambda\leq\kappa$ , $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{N}\mathrm{c}^{+}(\kappa, \lambda)$ implies PRINC(X, $\lambda$ ).
2 Cardinal invariants and cardinal spectra connected to
the bounding number
For a partial ordering $P=\langle P, \leq\rangle$ . The following sets are introduced in [12]:
$\mathfrak{S}^{\uparrow}(P)=$ { $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{f}(C)$ : $C\subseteq P$, $C$ is an unbounded chain}
$\mathfrak{S}^{h}(P)=$ { $|X|$ : $X\subseteq P$, $\forall B\subseteq X(B$ is bounded in $Prightarrow|B|<|X|)$ }
$\mathfrak{S}(P)=$ { $|X|$ : $X\underline{\subseteq}P$, $X$ is unbounded in $P$, $\forall B\in[X]^{<|X|}(B$ is bounded in $P)$ }
Clearly, we have
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(2.1) $\mathfrak{S}^{\uparrow}(P)\underline{\subseteq}\mathfrak{S}^{h}(P)\underline{\subseteq}$ C5 (P).
For $P=\langle^{\omega}\omega, \leq^{*}\rangle$ , we shall simply write $\mathfrak{S}_{i}^{\uparrow}\mathfrak{S}^{h}$ and $\mathfrak{S}$ in place of $\mathfrak{S}^{\uparrow}(\langle^{\omega}\omega, \leq^{*}\rangle)$ ,
$\mathfrak{S}^{h}(\langle^{\omega}\omega, \leq^{*}\rangle)$ and C5 $(\langle^{\omega}\omega, \leq^{*}\rangle)$ , respectively.
Recall the definition of the following cardinal invariants:
$\mathrm{b}$ $= \min${ $|X|$ : $X\subseteq\omega\omega$ is unbounded with respect to $\leq^{*}$ }
$\mathrm{b}^{*}$ $= \min${ $\kappa$ : $\forall X\subseteq\omega\omega$ ($X$ is unbounded $arrow\exists X’\in[X]^{\leq\kappa}$ ( $X’$ is unbounded)) }
b and $\mathrm{b}^{*}$ can be characterized in terms of $\mathfrak{S}^{\uparrow}$ , $\mathfrak{S}^{h}$ and $\mathfrak{S}$ as follows:
Lemma 2.1 (1) b $= \min \mathfrak{S}^{\uparrow}=\min \mathfrak{S}^{h}=\mathrm{m}$ $\dot{\mathrm{u}}$1 $\mathfrak{S}$ .
(2) $\mathrm{b}^{*}=\sup$ C5.
Proof. (1): $\mathrm{b}$ $\leq\min$ $\mathfrak{S}\leq\min$ $\mathfrak{S}^{h}\leq\min \mathfrak{S}^{\uparrow}$ is clear by definition. It is also easily
seen that there is an increasing sequence in $\langle^{\omega}\omega, \leq^{*}\rangle$ of length $\mathrm{b}$ . Hence $\min$
$\mathfrak{S}^{\mathrm{t}}\leq \mathrm{b}$ .
(2): For any cardinal $\kappa$ , we have
$\kappa<\mathrm{b}^{*}\Leftrightarrow\exists X\subseteq\omega\omega$ ($X$ is bounded and $\forall X’\in[X]^{\leq\kappa}(X’$ is bounded))
$\Leftrightarrow\exists\lambda>\kappa(\lambda\in \mathfrak{S})$
$\Leftrightarrow\kappa<\sup \mathfrak{S}$ . $\square$ Lemma 2.1)
On analogy of Lemma 2.1, (2), let
$\mathrm{b}’=\sup \mathfrak{S}^{\uparrow}$ , $\mathrm{b}’=\sup \mathfrak{S}^{h}$ .
By Lemma 2.1 and (2.1), we have
$\mathrm{b}$ $\leq \mathrm{b}’\leq \mathrm{b}’\leq \mathrm{b}^{*}$ .
Let
$\mathfrak{D}D$ $=\{\mathrm{c}\mathrm{f}(otp(\langle X, R\lceil X\rangle))$ : $X\subseteq\omega\omega$ , $B$ is a projective binary relation




Lemma 2.2 (1) $\mathfrak{S}^{\uparrow}\underline{\subseteq}\mathfrak{D}\mathfrak{Q}$ .
(2) $\mathfrak{S}^{h}\cap Reg\underline{\subseteq}\mathfrak{D}5\supset$ . In particular, if $2^{\aleph_{0}}<\aleph_{\omega}$ then $\mathfrak{S}^{h}\subseteq \mathfrak{D}5\supset$ .
Proof. (1): This is clear by definition.
(2): For $\kappa\in \mathfrak{S}^{h}\cap Reg$ , let $X\in[^{\omega}\omega]^{\kappa}$ be as in the definition of $\mathfrak{S}^{h}$ . Then we
can construct $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{a}$ , $b_{\alpha}$ , $\alpha<$ ts inductively such that
(2.2) $a_{\alpha}\in X$ and $b_{\alpha}\in\omega\omega$ for $\alpha$ $<\kappa$ .
(2.3) $a_{\alpha}\leq*b_{\beta}\Leftrightarrow\alpha<\beta$ .
(2.3) is possible since, at the $\beta’ \mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}$ step in the inductive construction, we have
$|$ {$a\in X$ : $a\leq^{*}b_{\alpha}$ for some $\alpha<\beta$} $|<$ is. Note that we need here that $\kappa$ is
$\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{g}$ular.
Let $Y=\{\langle a_{\alpha}, b_{\alpha}\rangle : \alpha<\kappa\}$ and let $R$ be the binary relation defined by
$\langle a, b\rangle R\langle c, d\rangle\Leftrightarrow a\leq^{*}d$.
for $\langle a, b\rangle$ , $\langle c, d\rangle\in(^{\omega}\omega)^{2}$ Clearly $R$ is projective and orders $Y$ in order type $\kappa$ .
$\square$ (Lem ma 2,2)
Corollary 2.3 (1) $\mathrm{b}’\leq \mathrm{b}^{\uparrow}$ ,
$\mathrm{b}^{\mathfrak{j}}$
$\leq$
$\mathrm{b}\leq \mathrm{b}’\leq \mathrm{b}’\leq \mathrm{b}^{*}\leq\emptyset$
(2) if $\mathfrak{S}^{h}\cap Reg$ is cofinal in $\mathfrak{S}^{h}$ then $\mathrm{b}’\leq \mathrm{b}^{\uparrow}$ . In particular, if $\mathfrak{g}$ \prime\prime is $regula7^{2)}$
then we have $\mathrm{b}^{\prime/}\leq \mathfrak{y}\dagger$ .
$\mathfrak{y}\dagger$
$\leq$
$\mathrm{b}$ $\leq \mathrm{b}’\leq \mathrm{b}’\leq b^{*}\leq \mathfrak{D}$
$\square$
2) Since $\aleph_{0}<\mathfrak{g}\prime\prime\leq 2^{\aleph_{0}}$ , this is the case if $2^{\aleph_{0}}<\aleph_{\omega}$ .
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3 b, $\mathrm{b}’$ , $\mathrm{b}^{\prime f}$ , $\mathfrak{d}^{*}$ and b\dagger under the conffiinatorial principles
Proposition 3.1 (1) $\kappa\in \mathfrak{S}^{h}\cap Reg$ implies $\neg \mathrm{P}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{N}\mathrm{C}(\kappa’, \kappa’)$ for all $\kappa’\leq\kappa$ .
(2) if $\mathfrak{S}^{h}\cap Reg$ is cofinal in $\mathfrak{S}^{h}$ then PRJNC(X, $\kappa$ ) implies $\mathrm{b}’<\kappa$ . In particular,
if $2^{\aleph_{0}}<\aleph_{\omega}$ , then PRINC $(\kappa, \kappa)$ implies $\mathfrak{y}\prime\prime<\kappa$ .
(3) if there is $a\leq*$ -chain of length $\kappa$ then $\neg \mathrm{C}^{s}(\kappa)$ . In particular, $\kappa\in \mathfrak{S}^{\uparrow}$
implies $\neg \mathrm{C}^{s}(\kappa)$ .
(4) $\mathrm{C}^{s}(\kappa)$ implies $\mathrm{b}’$
.
$<\kappa$ .
(5) PRINC $(\kappa, \mathrm{b})$ implies $\mathrm{b}^{*}<$ is.
(6) $\kappa\in \mathfrak{S}$ implies $\neg \mathrm{P}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{N}\mathrm{C}(\kappa, \mathrm{b})$.
(7) $\kappa\in \mathfrak{D}\mathfrak{O}arrow\neg \mathrm{H}\mathrm{P}(\kappa)$ .
(8) $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{P}(\kappa)$ implies $\mathrm{b}\dagger<\kappa$ .
Proof. (1): Since $\neg \mathrm{P}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{N}\mathrm{C}(\kappa’, \kappa’)$ for all singular $\kappa’$ , we may assume that $\kappa’$ is
regular. Let $X\in[^{\omega}\omega]^{\kappa}$ be a witness of $\kappa\in \mathfrak{S}^{h}$ and let $a_{\alpha}$ , $b_{\alpha}\in\omega\omega$ for $\alpha<\kappa$ satisfy
(2.2) and (2.3) above. Suppose that $\chi$ is sufficiently large and let $N\prec \mathcal{H}(\chi)$ be
such that
(3.1) $\kappa’$ , $\langle a_{\alpha} : \alpha <\kappa\rangle$ , $\langle b_{\alpha} : \alpha<\kappa\rangle\in N$ and
(3.2) $|N|\leq\kappa’\cap$ $N<\kappa’$ .
We show that $N$ does not satisfy (II) in the definition of PRINC(X’,
$\kappa’$). Suppose,
for contradiction, that $N|=|(\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I})$ . Then we $\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}^{3)}$ :
(3.3) for any $f\in\omega\omega$ there is a $P\in N$ such that $P$ $\subseteq N$ , $|P|<$ is’ and
$\forall g\in\omega\omega\cap N(g\leq*farrow\exists h\in P(g\leq*h\leq*f))$ .
Let
(3.4) $\alpha^{*}=\sup\kappa\cap N$ .
Let $P$ be as in (3.3) for $f=b_{\alpha}*$ . Let
$\underline{(3.5)}-$$S=$ {a $<\kappa$ : $a_{\alpha}\leq*h$ for some $h\in P$}.
3) If $g3^{\omega}\omega\cap N$ is such that $g\leq^{*}f$ , then there is $g’\in\omega\omega\cap N$ such that $g’\triangle g$ is finite and
$g’\leq f$ .
Note that we have $s_{g’}\in N$ and $s_{g’}\subseteq sf$ where we let $x_{h}=\{\langle m, n\rangle \in\omega^{2} : n\leq h(m)\}$ for
$h\in\omega\omega$ .
Hence we obtain (3.3) applying (II) in the definitiion of $\mathrm{p}_{\mathrm{R}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{N}\mathrm{C}}(\kappa’, \kappa’)$ to $\bigcup_{n\in\omega}x_{f_{\mathrm{n}}}$ }
$\langle$ $\{n\}\underline{\subseteq}\omega \mathrm{x}$ $\omega$
where $\{f_{n} : n\in\omega\}$ enumerates finite modifications of $f$ .
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By $a_{\alpha}\in X$ and since $\kappa$ is regular, we have $|S|<\kappa$ . Hence, by $S$ $\in N$ and by
elementarity, there is $\alpha\in(\kappa\cap N)\backslash S$ . But since $a_{\alpha}\leq b_{\alpha}*$ by (3.4) and (2.3), this
is a contradiction.
(2): This follows from (1).
(3): Assume that there is a $\leq*$-chain of length $\kappa$ in $\omega\omega$ . Then there is a sequence
$\langle b_{\alpha} : \alpha<\mathrm{t}\mathrm{s}\rangle$ of subsets of $\omega$ such that $b_{\alpha}\subseteq*$ bp and $b_{\beta}\not\in*b_{\alpha}$ for ail $\alpha<\beta<\kappa$ .
For $\alpha$ $<\kappa$ and $n\in\omega$ , let
(3.6) $a_{\alpha,n}=\{$
$\omega\backslash b_{\alpha}$ , if $n=0$
$b_{\alpha}\backslash n$ , otherwise
and $A=\langle a_{\alpha,n} : \alpha<\kappa, n\in\omega\rangle$ . Let $T=\{\langle 0, n\rangle$ : $n\in$ J. Then it is easy to see
that $(A, T)\#$ $(\mathrm{c}\mathrm{O})$ and $(A, T)\#$ $(\mathrm{c}1)$ .
(4): This follows from (1).
(5): Suppose that $S\subseteq\omega\omega$ is unbounded. By Paixc(x, $\mathrm{b}$ ), there is $N\prec \mathcal{H}(\chi)$
such that
(3.7) $S\in N$ ,
(3.8) $|N|\leq N\cap\kappa<\kappa$ ,
(3.9) $\forall a\in[\omega]^{\aleph_{0}}\exists P\in[[\omega]^{\aleph_{0}}]^{<\mathrm{m}\ln(|N|^{+}}’)\cap N\forall b\in N$
$(a\subseteq barrow\exists c\in P(a\subseteq c\subseteq b))$ .
By (3.8), it is enough to show the following:
Claim 3.1.1 $S\cap N$ is unbounded in $\omega\omega$ .
$\vdash$ Otherwise there is a $g\in\omega\omega$ such that $f\leq^{*}g$ for al $f\in S\cap N$ . There is an
$P\in N$ such that
(3.10) $|P|<\mathrm{b}$ , $P\underline{\mathrm{C}}N$ and
(3.11) for any $f\in S\cap N$ there is $h\in P$ with $f\leq^{*}h\leq^{*}g$
-see the footnote on page 11. By $P\in N$ , (3.10) and by elementarity of $N$ ,
there is $g’\in\omega\omega\cap N$ such that A $\leq*g’$ for all $h\in P$ . By (3.11), $f\leq*g’$ for
all $f\in S\cap N$ . It follows that $N|^{=}|S$ is bounded. By elementarity this is a
contradiction. $\dashv$ (Claim 3.1.1
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(6): This folows from (5).
(7): Suppose that $\kappa\in \mathfrak{D}\mathfrak{Q}$ and let $\langle X, R\rangle$ be such that $X\subseteq P(\omega)$ , $R$ is a
projective binary relation and $otp(\langle X, R\cap X^{2}\rangle)=\kappa$ . Let $f$ : $\kappaarrow P(\omega)$ be the
mapping sending $\alpha$ $<\kappa$ to the $\alpha’ \mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}$ element of $X$ with respect to $R$ . Let
$A=R \cup\bigcup_{k\in\omega\backslash \{2\}}((P(\omega)))^{k}$
Then is easily seen that $\langle f, A\rangle\#$ $(\mathrm{h}0)$ and $\langle f, A\rangle\#$ $(\mathrm{h}1)$ .
(8): This follows from (7) since $\mathfrak{D}D$ is downward closed. $\square$ (Proposition 3.1)
Corollary 3.2
(1) Suppose that $2^{\aleph_{0}}<\aleph_{\omega}$ then $\mathrm{p}_{\mathrm{R}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{N}\mathrm{C}}(\aleph_{2}, \aleph_{2})$ implies $\mathrm{b}’=\aleph_{1}$ .
(2) $\mathrm{C}^{s}(\aleph_{2})$ implies $\mathrm{b}’=\aleph_{1}$ .
(3) PRINC $(\aleph_{2}, \aleph_{1})$ implies $\mathfrak{d}$ $=\mathrm{b}^{*}=\aleph_{1}$ .
(4) $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{P}(\aleph_{2})$ implies $\mathrm{b}\dagger=\aleph_{1}$ .
$\square$
Let
$shr(meager)=\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{I}1\{\kappa$ : $\forall X\underline{\subseteq}\mathbb{R}(X$ is non-meager
$arrow\exists Y\subseteq X$ ( $|Y|\leq\kappa$ $\wedge Y$ is non-meager ) $\}$ .
$shr(meager)$ as well as $\mathrm{b}^{*}$ was studied in [10], [13] and [14]. In these papers it was
shown that extended Cichon’s diagram with these cardinal invariants looks like:








Proposition 3.3 Suppose that $\kappa$ and $\lambda$ are regular cardinals with $\lambda\leq$ b, $\kappa$
Then $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{N}\mathrm{C}^{+}(\kappa, \lambda)$ implies $shr(meager)<$ is. In particular, PRINC
$(\aleph_{2}, \aleph_{1})$ implies
$shr(meager)=\aleph_{1}$ .
Proof. Suppose that $\kappa$ and A are as above and that $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{N}\mathrm{C}^{+}(\kappa, \lambda)$ holds. Then
by Lemma 1.7 and Proposition 3.1, (5), we have $\mathrm{b}^{*}<\kappa$ . Let
$\mathrm{P}$ $=$ Fn(u;, 2) and $G$
be a $(V, \mathrm{P})$-generic filter. By [3], $V[G]\models\kappa\leq shr(meager)^{V}\leq \mathrm{b}^{*}$ . But it can be
checked easily that $V[G]\models \mathrm{P}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{N}\mathrm{C}^{+}(\kappa, \lambda)$ . This is a contradiction to Lemma 1.7
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